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Instructions: Filing NATIONAL Affidavit with 
U.S. Secretary of State 

 
STEPS TO FREEDOM STATUS WITHOUT U.S. PASSPORT APPLICATION: 

1.  Form you 'citizenship evidence', one sentence Affidavit using this jurat; “I declare (or certify, verify, 
or state) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true 
and correct. Executed on (date).  (Signature)”. 
2.  Draft a short and concise cover letter to Administrative Records Department per language below. 
3.  Locate a local Notary Public and have your 'citizenship evidence' Notarized.   
4.  Place in U.S. post office using 'Certified Receipt Requested' green post office option. 
 
The idea of a 'step by step guide' to filing 'citizenship evidence' changing your status has only recently 
come to mind.  The reason for the delay is, to this point, we have always emphasized grounding your 
status change with knowledge of what has happened so that anyone confronted with the change was in a 
position to defend your new legal status.  That is, until recent events have taken place. 
 
The people, worldwide, on January 20th, 2021 had their collective "Ox Gored", simultaneously.  Many 
did not ask questions after 911, or even the 'housing crash' of 2008.  However, the election fraud was so 
blatant and 'in our collective faces' that for the 1st time masses of people are asking questions and looking 
for answers.  That is where the need for this type of instruction comes into play. 
 
Another advantage we currently posses is over many years we have been able to greatly simplify and 
expedite people's learning of the basic facts and confidence needed to defend a decision to change their 
political status back to what the older law cases refer to as "state citizenship".  Now, that status has had 
the naming label changed to 'national' to protect the guilty.  Those being the historical slavers in their 
latest accomplishment of enslaving the masses through trickery, fraud and Pavlov conditioning. 
 
Now we understand that we have been born into a political condition of feudal 'voluntary servitude'.  With 
our new understanding of their 'system', the only action necessary to 'officially' remove one's self is to 
'volunteer out' of the condition.  There is not a huge choice as there is only one option!  This is stated, 
albeit in a totally threatening and intimidating manner, in the WARNING box 'alert' in the passport 
application.  This WARNING, 'you can submit documents including Affidavits... is to 'volunteer out''.  It 
is found in both the original and the renewal application for passport.  HOWEVER, you do NOT need to 
obtain a U.S. passport to exercise your RIGHT to officially change your political status to 'national'.  The 
aforementioned 'state citizen' has been intentionally and deliberately mis-identified and hidden behind the 
newly created 3rd political status in the U.S.  An American Samoan 'non citizen national'. 
 

FILING AFFIDAVIT WITHOUT PASSPORT APPLICATION 
 

1.  I strongly suggest you put whatever your 'citizenship evidence' statement is into Affidavit form.  The 
WARNING box tells us that we can also include 'documents submitted'.  Declarations, in Affidavit form, 
signed under penalty of perjury, can not be overcome except with another Affidavit, signed under penalty 
of perjury, contradicting your stated facts.  They not only can not but will never do this. 
 
2.  A simple statement 'rebutting the presumption of law' that is operating unseen (The Matrix) is all that 
is needed to officially switch your political status.  Instead of long statements or quoting court cases, this 
statement is all that is required.  This simple one sentence statement comes from Department of State 
policy in a document found on the State Department's own web site: 
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/legal/travel-legal-considerations/us-citizenship/Certificates-Non-
Citizen-Nationality.html.  This status change statement is the last sentence on the above linked page.  It 
reads: " I _____ being duly sworn, hereby declare my intention to be a national but not a citizen of the 
United States."  It honestly is this simple! 
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3.  In U.S.C. 28, Section 1746 there are two jurats, or, 'penalty of perjury' statements.  One is titled 
'without' and the other 'within'.  I suggest you use the 'without' jurat.  Which is:  If executed without the 
United States: "I declare (or certify, verify, or state) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 
States of America that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on (date).  If you want to take the time 
to look you will see the 'within' jurat leaves off 'of America'.   
 
4.  Locate a local Notary Public (usually all banks have a Notary for no charge) and get your status 
change statement Notarized, now established as court testimony, which is what an Affidavit is legally. 
 
5.  Once your status change is Notarized compose a short cover letter.  Address the cover letter to: Head 
of Administrative Records.  The cover letter should be short and simple.  The important words and 
phrases to include are highlighted here.  "Please find my notarized 'citizenship evidence' enclosed.  
Please place this 'citizenship evidence' firmly and permanently in my administrative file." 
 
6.  Mail to main State Department address: U.S. Department of State, 2201 C St., NW Washington, DC 
20520 with ATTENTION: ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS DEPARTMENT in the lower left hand 
corner of the sending envelope, helping to route your 'citizenship evidence' Affidavit to the correct 
department.  I would also strongly suggest you ALWAYS use the option of "Return Receipt Requested", 
the green post office form, to send you 'citizenship evidence'.   
 
7.  Because you are not paying for nor receiving a U.S. passport you have no official ID attachment to 
your new political status as a 'national'.  In this case you may want additional documentation verifying 
your declaration, as well as the mailing of the document.  If you need the additional 'piece of mind'; have 
the Notary notarizing your Affidavit do an additional Affidavit of their own stating what your Notarized 
document states and that the notary witnessed you putting it into a mailing envelope with RETURN 
RECEIPT REQUESTED.  Stating the green forms stated number attached for mailing.  When the green 
receipt is returned you will have proof and verification of mailing as well as State Department receipt of 
your submitted 'citizenship evidence' and change in political status to national. 
 

FILING 'CITIZENSHIP EVIDENCE' WITH PASSPORT APPLICATION 
ORIGINAL  OR  RENEWAL  

 
STEPS TO FREEDOM WITH U.S. PASSPORT APPLICATION: 

1. Acquire and fill out original or renewal U.S. passport application, whichever applies to your situation. 
2. Form your 'citizenship evidence' Affidavit.  Get it Notarized with the 'without' jurat; “I declare (or 
certify, verify, or state) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on (date).  (Signature)”. 
3.  Take passport application, with 'citizenship evidence' as an 'attachment' to local post office for 
processing.   
 
1.  Notice the WARNING box is in both the original and renewal application.  The reason? Because we 
are in the feudal system.  In that system a 'voluntary serf' could 'volunteer OUT' at any time during their 
stint in 'voluntary servitude'.  Even if one's great, great grandparents were the ones who 'volunteered IN' 
to the condition a person born into that condition in any subsequent generation can volunteer OUT! 
 
2.  My suggestion on your 'citizenship evidence' is the exact same as stated in #'S 2 & 3 in the without 
passport section.  You can add other declarations to your statement.  I.e. This Affidavit and declarations 
are meant to legally and lawfully rebut the fraudulent 'presumption of law' that I was born into a system 
of 'voluntary servitude' under the scope and purview of the 14th Amendment.  This is a fraudulent 
'presumption of law'.  The fraud that I was assigned 'birthright citizenship', automatically, at birth 
determined by the place of birth as opposed to the blood lines of my family.  However you want to expand 
it, try to make it short, to the point and always striving to keep your Affidavit to one page. 
 
3.  To my knowledge there are no additional 'pitfalls' in the original or renewal passport application.  
They do ask "were your parent U.S. citizens?"  To which most of us would answer 'yes'.  That question is 
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to 'set up' people who do NOT attach 'citizenship evidence'.  The 'presumption of law' is; since your 
parents were in a condition of 'voluntary servitude' then you are agreeing that you are born into the same 
condition 'unless' you attach some type of statement declaring otherwise.  That is what we are doing here.  
Shedding and shattering the 'presumption of law' that has enslaved each of us from birth. 
 
4.  Submitting your Affidavit with a passport application requires you to use the post office. The post 
office employee is a 'Authorized Agent'. This is highlighted and bolded in the verbiage above where one 
is instructed to 'sign the oath', under penalty of perjury of course.  The State Department has actually 
changed the Oath on both passport applications to 'cover their fraud'. This was done by adding item #4 
under the Oath stating that the applicant has read and understands the 'WARNING' on the bottom of page 
1.  For someone 'not' attaching any status documentation that gives them cover. 
 
5.  Again, I 'strongly' advise anyone who can afford to purchase a passport (also a passport card 
preferably) to do so.  The reason for this?  You then have the highest recognized form of federal 
government identification available.  It is literally 'attached' to your submitted 'citizenship evidence'.  You 
will not be able to tell that there is any difference in your new passport, even from a close inspection.  
However, your new status is identified in their back office profile.  This is hearsay evidence. We have 
been told that people who have submitted 'citizenship evidence' paperwork are classified as 'diplomatic 
courier' on their back office profile.  We have no solid proof on that statement, none of us have Top 
Secret clearance to see such information.  However, it would be legally correct that a 'diplomatic courier' 
would have the same 'privileges and immunities' as the original 'state citizen'.   
 
6.  You can 'expedite' your passport application.  There is an extra fee for doing so.  Should you pay to 
expedite your application processing BE SURE TO put dates of travel on the form.  Otherwise it goes to 
the BOTTOM of the applications for expediting and will not process any faster than a normal application. 
 
7.  If you do submit your 'citizenship evidence' with a passport application you can actually track your 
application on line to see where it is in the process.  I do not have the Net address but one can simply call 
the State Department, 1-800-877-8339.  They will be glad to tell you how to track your application.  
Should you follow up in this manner be sure to notice in the State Department's own language it states, 
several times, the term 'citizenship EVIDENCE'.  Believe me, the legal department at the Department of 
State knows what the word 'evidence' means. 
 
Contact Info:  
 
Name: Roger Sayles 

Email: radioranch@mail.com  

Web site: www.sovereigntoserf.com  Book available via web site or www.thebookpatch.com 

Radio Program Live: M-F 11-1 p.m. EST  www.peoplespatriotnetwork.com  OR  www.eurofolkradio.com  OR 

App TuneIn.com: search ppnstudio. 

Archives: https://castbox.fm/channel/Radio-Ranch-id1463869?country=us  

Participate or listen: https://meet.jit.si/ppnstudio  OR  load app jitsi meet.  Search ppnstudio. 
 
NOTES: 


